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FOUR SUCCESSFUL WAYS WALL & TRUCK ALUMINUM FRAME BANNER BILLBOARDS WORK 
 

Commercial (Business)—The frames can be used both for indoor and outdoor on the walls and fences of 
their building.  In addition to this, they can be used very successfully as a billboard on another person’s 
business who has a wall facing the oncoming traffic whether it be on the streets or facing an onramp or exit 
facing a freeway.  Many businesses close to the street have walls that are not being used that if someone 
were to want to place banners inside a frame that might be changed out every so often, the owners of those 
buildings or businesses would be very pleased to receive “X” amount of money every month just for letting a 
non-competing business “Rent” that wall from them.  One of the problems with traditional billboards is that it’s 
the billboard owners who dictate the areas someone can rent that space for and where their billboard is 
located.  Let’s say a billboard might cost say $1,000 to “X” thousands of dollars a month.  A Wall and Truck 
Aluminum Banner Billboard can be rented from someone’s wall for up to hundreds a month and not 
thousands.  The advertisement costs would be a simple banner purchase after the one-time investment frame 
were purchased and installed, along with possibly up to 1 to 3 people to remove and install the banner.  In 
addition to all this, many businesses have their own trucks or that are rented from other truck rental firms the 
frames and banners are extremely effective in sharing something about their firm. 
 
Industrial—Many industrial plants use safety banners both inside and outside that the frames will be 
welcomed by the team that purchases the banners from whomever.  The frames now will provide an 
opportunity to see if you can now get them purchasing the banners from you instead of another firm!  There 
will also be areas both indoor and outdoor that the Frame & Banner System can now be applied to an existing 
wall that no one ever thought of that can be used in a different manner!  Industrial firms are always trying to 
figure out ways to share their latest and greatest invention since Ice Cream, but they simply don’t know how 
other than to spend tremendous amounts of money on radio, TV and newspaper advertising.  They all have a 
great building that has giant walls that can now become extremely effective and impressive to those driving 
and walking by their business but also to the people who visit their business to possibly purchase the 
products they manufacture.  In addition to all this, many industrial firms have their own 
trucks or that are rented from other truck rental firms the frames and banners are extremely effective 
displaying their information on the sides of the trucks sharing something about their firm. 
 
Residential—Anyone who owns a home has a backyard, a garage with a wall facing the backyard or both 
that the frames can now display a family’s special event photos, images of places they’ve visited, on etc.  The 
frames can also be mounted to all their fences too that are on at least two to four sides of their backyards. 
 
The Great Coverup—Many buildings and trucks have areas that if what’s on that building or truck possibly 
could be hidden can now be by using Wall & Truck Aluminum Banner Billboards.  Whether to change 
information or to improve on the scratches, holes etc. that looks horrible from a building or truck, this can 
become an easy and great opportunity to fix what shouldn’t be there in the first place!  
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